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SOME MINERALS FROM MADAGASCAR AS DE-
SCRIBED IN PROF. A. LACITOIX'S ]Ill iTERALOGIE

DE LA FRATICE ET gES COLONIESI

LOUIS P. GRATACAP
American Museurn of Natural Historg

IN 1910 the distinguished professor of mineralogy at the
Museum d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris completed his monumental
work in four volumes, replete with drawings of crystal forms, and
erowded with a mass of most caref ully arranged inf ormation, cover-
ing the various developments of the mineral world in France and
its colonies. The work is of vast importance, and the length of
time devoted to its preparation bears witness to the thoroness
and scientific perfection of the result attained. A considerable
lapse of time intervened between the issue of the first three
volumes, and the fourth; the remarkable mineralogic discoveries
in Nfadagascar, especially, contributing to this delay, as their
eonsideration rivalled in importance and ih phenomenal rarity
almost all the rest of the wo-rk. It is to some of the striking ob-
servations and explorations conneeted with this comparatively
new and as yet only partially examined field of mineralogic interest
that this paper briefly calls your attention, and, by reason of the
minerals selected for treatment, may more particularly attract
you, as ii represents a field of mineralogic developrnent allied
to that wonderful Californian region so illuminatingly described
by Dr. Schaller at our previous meeting.

The immense island of Madagascar lies to the eastward from
Africa, at a distance of about 300 miles, separated by the Mo-
zaurbique Channel from the great continent which it so closely
approaches, and yet with which it seems to possess less scientific
relation than with the more distant land masses of Asia. Its
length is about 1,000 miles, and its mean breadth 250 miles.

tRead at the regular meeting of the N. Y. Mineralogical Club, .F'eb. g, lgl6.
t7
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From the sea on either side the land rises in terraces, attaining
an altitude in some parts of 9,000 feet above the sea, and it lies
between the parallels of latitude 12 and 26o S., furnishing much
variety of clirnate. As a geological unit it presents an elevated
series of north-south protaxes, with occasionally more westerly
oriented mountain ranges, the whole a vast complex, largely
composecl of schist, with mica and feldspar as'predominant con-
stituents, with a notable frequency of biotite, and also of horn-
blende-gneiss, quartzite, and granulite. which have been inrraded
by intrusions oT granit,e, syenite, norite, and pyroxenite. It has
undergone the usual compressive strains which have, in the early
ages, molded the superfieial eontours of the earth, and has been
deeply folded, holding in the synclinals thus produced sediments
which have been metamorphosed extensively, displaying broad
and deep developments of calcareous schist (cipolin in French).
Slate is also represented on the island, and with it occasional
beds, perhaps referable to the Paleozoic, but apparently as yet

imperfectly understood.
This complex is a highly mineralized belt, and covers the

central, northern and eastern provinces, leaving a considerable
but usually narrow shelf on the east. west and south, rvhere
Jura-Triassic and Cretaceous beds, Tertiary and Quaternary
deposits, fill out the present outlines of the island, and whnse
fossil contents, congruously with the island's living fauna, sug-
gest Asiatic affinities and antecedent connections. These later

formations have also experienced the dislocation and intrusion

of later irruptives, and trachyte, dolerite, rhyolite and andesite

are to be numbered among the lithological features of the island.

It is the fourth volume of Professor Lacroix's monumental

work which deals more particularly with the mineralogy of the

islancl. With the abot'e limited reference to the underlying

geological features of the great island-itself most obviously,
,on account of the mountainous complexes it contains, a surviving

portion of some greater continental development-let me trans-

mit to you from the pages of Lacroix's exhaustive work, his ob-

iservations upon sorne species of minerals familiar to us all,

reserving perchance for some other occasion his examination and

discussions of the rarer and more unusual ones.

Dropsrop

This mineral (so commonly represented in collections from

the classic Adirondack beds), rvhich is the usually white to
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Iight green pyroxene, containing little or no aluminium-tho the
color may also become quite da,rk-a variable silicate of cal-
cium and magnesium, forms, in its purer and best color develop-
ments, a useful and pleasing gem-stone. It occurs in quite
striking examples in Madagascar. Lacroix has collected very
beautiful crystals of augite, resembling diopside, in the basaltic
d6bris of volcanic cones south of Ahkaratra, upon Mount Vo-
hitromby near Antsirabe. This locality is especially rich in
specimens and in a day thirty kilograms (65 pounds) rewarded
the search of the collector, measuring from one to two centimeters
in length (about four to eight tenths of an inch). Diopside
particularly abounds in that group of rocks known to French
geologists as cipolin,-in our nomenclature, metamorphic calca-
reous schists,-usually micaceous, with talcose and chloritic
partings or disseminated scales. These formations play a great
part in the lithologic make-up of the island. In such positions
the diopside composes almost entirely a pale white or green mass,
a pyroxenite. At Soavinarivo the cccurrence is of remarkable
persistency. Here are found large blocks composed practically
entirely of the massed white diopside crystals, measuring many
decimeters in length, with a prominent cleavage parallel to the
base.

Elsewhere, as in the limestone of l\'Iarasaha near Voanana,
which has been metamorphosed by granitic intrusions, white
diopside, imbedded in pale white or blackish tremolite, occurs.
In the cipolin are found veins made up almost entirely of micro-
cline, but accompanied by pyroxene of a vivid green color. In
the amphibolic (hornblende) granite superb crystals of diallage
of a clear brownish-yellow tint are found measuring many cen-
timeters in length. Lacroix instances a locality of interest on the
bench above the palace of the queen at Tananavio. Diopside
crystals ten centimeters (about four inches) in length are found
in the pegmatite at ltrongahy, whicl. &ssume green, yellow, or
even black shades. The white diopside, characterized by La-
croix as "coarse-saccharoidal white masses," enclosed in cipolin
of unknown origin is most interesting. It is clear white, hardly
distinguishable from the calcite or limestone which accompanies
it, is free from iron, and contains only slight traces of aluminium.
These diopsides irnpregnate the amphibolic gneiss, as rvell as
the cipolin of Imerina. and vary from a mineral almost free from
iron to examples richly supplied with it. These latter-the
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ferruginous-are found in fused or rounded crystals, resembling
our Adirondack coccolite. The associated minerals in the pyrox-
enic gneiss are seapolite and wollastonite, and all of these are
impressed by the feldspar crystallization. The effects of mineral
environment in the original composition of the metamorphosed
complex are here of course quite prominently shown. Lacroix
in this connection comments on the frequent development of
augite, diopside, etc, in furnace products, as in glass furnaces,
lime kilns and blast furnaces, remarking, however, that it is a
much less frequent product than fayalite.

Before passing to the espeeially absorbing developmgnts of the
beryl and tourmaline in this mineral Golconda, permit me to
collect some of Lacroix's observations upon the occurrence of
gold on the island; a subject which the most hardened and impreg-
nably scientific mineralogist must admit has its fascinations.

Gor,n

Lacroix affirms the wide distribution of gold throughout the
central axis of the island, an axis ovoidal in outline. comprising
the Imerina and the Betsileo uplifts, and essentially formed of
ancient primary rocks, covered or overwhelmed, and practically
buried, beneath later eruptives. He indicates the auriferous
nature of the bedded gravels and detritus of the rivers flowing
north, west, and south. The areas most notably furnished with
the precious metal are the neighborhoods of Mandritsara, the
province of Boina, around Lakes Alaotia and Itasy, Imerina
and Betsileo and the country of the Bares. Actual work.was at
first, and still largely is, confined to placer workings in the pay-
dirt alluviums. The gold is found in scales of variable size,
angular or rolled, and also in large nuggets. Some of the latter
weighing more than one hundred grams (3 ounces) come from
Mevatanana, and are of irregular outline, frequently branching
and in some instances scarcely rolled.

In the province of Boina the gold is found not infrequently
enclosed in quartz masses in the drift, and in such positions is
associated with tourmalihe of many colors, sapphire, aqua-
marine, zircon and garnet, the whole derived from eroded and dis-
integrated primary rocks. The gold is of high grade, and of a
deep yellow. Betsileo comprises a number of localities and many
form zonal areas dotted with exploration camps. The metal is
found in the drift filling the valleys, and these secondary deposits
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seem referable to the weathering of the red earths (terres rouges),
which are themselves the result of the decomposition of amphi-
bolic rocks. Lacroix indeed signalizes these red earths as the
equivalents of the cuscajo of Guiana. In this Betsileo region
the gold is very fine. scalcely exceeding the size of a pin's head,
and mingled in the alluvium rock fragments enclosing gold are
encountered. There prevail in the island generally innumerable
vague reports of gold being rvidely distributed in the mountains.

Grains of limonite. mingled rvith pyrite, from rvhich the lim-
onite has been derived, can'y gokl surfaces, the complex enclosed
in plastic Eocene clays near Crernont, south of Epernay. Lacroix
assumes a general impregnation of the crystalline schist, and of
some granite, with gold, rather than its limited inclusion in
quartz veins. He eites & case of a specimen of biotite gneiss
saturated with native golcl, alouncl which lay the quartz. The
gold was in his opinion conternpolaneous with the formation of
the rock itself. He instances the finding of a nugget weighing
nine kilos (about 19 pounds), one of 871 grams, which however
he regards as stray ingots, and not as natural specimens. But
it is quite inconceivable hotv any one eould have forgotten them!

Other occurrences plesent the gold in lenses of quartz ancl feld-
spar in gneiss, in mica schist, in rocks made up of kyanitc and al-
mandite; in veinlets alongside of parallel veins (themselves
auriferous) and r.vith qualtz and felclspar in pyroxenic cipolin,
in whibh " the gold actually plays the part of the usually dissem-
inated metamorphic silicates"-if I have rightly interpreted the
writer, a remarkable if not incteclible assumption. Towards
the north in a zone perhaps sixty-five miles long by three ol four
wide, in certain circumscribecl spots, this singular disposition is
found.

The sandstone and Triassic schist, more or less metamorphosed
and resting on crystalline schist, contain reticulated veinlets,
which instead of being forured of compact quartz, are made up
of sterile quattz crystals, in rocl-shaped groups, with cavities
between them filled with quartz and gold. These singular cav-
ities hold also auriferous sphalerite, chalcopyrite, argentiferous
galena, and often barren centers o{ quartz. In the veinlets
crossing the sandstone, pyrite abouncls, u'hich again contains the
gold, and runs in riehness frorn some grams to almost a kilogram
per ton. Furthermore lamellar barite occurs, free from gold,
except where it traverses the walls of the quartz veins. Remark-
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able eoncentrations of gold oecur here, with a record ofone mass of
17 kilos (about 37'pounds) containing 13 kilos (about 28 pounds)
of the pure metal. The gold yields 25-27 Va of. silver and is
always crystallized in elongated trapezohedrons, distorted into
rhombohedrons (as seen in the Oregon gold figured by Dana,
System, Ed. 6, 15, 1892).

Lacroix, reverting to this occurrence, speaks of the quartz walls
of the veins, enclosing once empty spaces, in which a microlitic
deposit has accumulated. These are often divided by quartz
crystals, psilomelanite, or black jasper-and in this filling
sphalerite, galena, and pyrite have developed. Here occur
also geodes of quartz lined with crystals of barite, chalcopyrite,
and dolomite, the last having displaced calcite. The gold is in
the cavities, net)er in the crystallized quartz, almost never in
the barite. Lacroix claims that sphalerite was the primary
mineral of the cavities of quar.tz, and that it held the gold, which
was later liberated by somc change.

Let us now pass to a srrbject, which, with respect to Dr.
Schaller's recent lecture the N. Y. Mineralogical Club is most
instructive,-the ber.tll and, tou,rmaline developments in Mada-
gascar.

Bsnvr

The beryl occurrences of Madagascar have assumed unusual
interest from the development there of the beautiful rose-pink
variety, in its gem form named morganite by Dr. Kunz, This
unusual gem is shown in one specimen tonight which probably, so
far as I know, is the finest example in Ameriea-a cut stone of
57 carats, exquisite in color. Lacroix has described the beryl
as very comrnon in the pegmatites of the island, where these
possess highly individualized facies, nar4ely-, afe very coarse.
The crystals are actually colossal. Included in the feldspar and
more frequently in the quartz, they are apt to be almost or en-
tirely flawed, opaque, and more or less kaolinized, but olso
frequently a,ffording portions intact and homogeneous, which are
eagerly sought for in trade foi cutting, because of their exquisite
Iimpidity, and their beautiful color. Not infrequently these
superb stones (it is understood that I am speaking now of beryl
in general, not only the morganite) are frosted by innumerable
licluid inclusions, in the minutest vesicles. The beryl, when
kaolinized, is usually encloseci in feldspar, and can be taken
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apart, in angular fragments, tho the entire crystals are more
commonly imprisoned in the cluartz. Lacroix enumerates
colorless beryl, aquamarine, green and blue, also opaque yellow
to green, aceompanied by muscovite, biotite, and black tour-
maline, in very quartzose pegmatite throughout the central
ranges. In localities where the cipolin (metamorphosed cal-
careous schist), quartzite, and mica schist are associated, the
beryl is conspicuously abundant in the veins crossing these rocks.
The forms are the unmodified hexagonal prism, with the second
order prism much reduced, and several pyramids. The localities
which furnish commercial material are first the district of Vak-
inankaratra, where numerous finds have been worked, yielding
pale blues, greens, deeper blues (in rose quartz), and also enor-
mous kaolinized crystals associated with black tourmaline and
museovite. But the most remarkable locality in this district is
that of Tongafeno. Here is a, very coarse pegmatite; heavily
packed rvith rose-quartz, cutting a norite rock which is itself
an intrusive in mica schist. Here the beryl is found in crystals
weighing many kilograms, and from these green' yellow, and
bluish gems are secured, with others described by Lacroix as hav-
ing a magnificent blue, tinted, he claims with black, but which
is more restricted in occurrence. North-east of Betafo (after

which the mineral familiar to collectors as betaf'te is named), the
pegmatite yields beryl described as colored prus$an-blue, associ-
ated with rubellite. Other localities furnish large blue crystals.
Very large amounts of beryl of an asparagus-green color are taken
out, with amazonite (microcline), black and violet-tinted tourma-
line, though of course much, indeed the larger part, has no com-

mercial value,
Some of the green crystals exhibit pale rose portions, perhaps

not unlike the association shown tonight in a beryl section from

California. South-east of N{t. Bity-a locality famous as the.

Bource of Lacroix's new mineral bityite-numerous localities
produce huge yellow and greer^ crystals, repeating, too, the

iamiliar association with rose-quartz and tourmaline. Also in

the district of Ambositra, crystals, variously green' blue, aqua-

marine, white, and amethystine, occur of great length at times,

associared with blue tourmaline. similarly the district of Fi-

anarantosoa yields these wonderful developments of beryl'

Naturally the particular interest of the mineral collector and

of the gem connoisseur is fixed upon the occurrence of the un-
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rivalled rose beryl, morganite. This, as is doubtless rvell known,
is a beryl very rich in alkalies, especially in cesium and lithium,
displaying remarkable refractive indices, and thereby strongly
contrasted in its optical qualities with ordinary non-alkaline
varieties. It is found of a peach-rose to salmon-rose color in
Madagasear, at Maharitra, and Lacroix claims the demonstra-
tion of two distinct types, of identical physical appearance.

One has a density and indices of refraction very close to normal
beryl, while the other is more dense and more refringent. The
latter is rich in alkalies, and he naturally attributes the special
properties of the beryls of Maharitra to the presence of the al-
kalies, and especially of cesium; which hypothesis, as many of
you well know, has been confirmed by Professor Ford of Yale.
Lacroix, calls attention to the contrast in molecular weights of the
oxides of glucinum (beryllium), of which beryl is a silicate, and
which is 25,1, with the notably larger figures of lithium,
sodium, potassium, cesium, which respectively are 30.0, 62.0,
94.2, and 281.6. In fact he insists that there is a graduated
series of beryls, passing from minerals poor in alkalies, along an
increasing proportion of these. Thus he presents a grouping
of increasing density with increasing alkaline constitution, a,s
follows:

AlkaliTo, 0.92; 3.29; 4.98; 6.80.
Densities, 2.716; 2.75; 2.79; 2.81.
These superb stones, outrivalling our pink beryl of California,

which has never displayed the necessary depth of color for pur-
poses of gem use, are found at Maharitra along.the western slope
of Mt. Bity, in veins of parti-colored tourmaline. The largest
crystals exceed 20 centimeters in length (about eight inches),
maintaining, almost thruout, perfect transparency. Crystals
of a density of 2.75 are sometimes fissured, and are spatially
transparent. The milk-white opaque portions, spotted with
carmine, seem to be an older element of the pegmatite. The
denser crystals are much rarer; their color is wine-rose or rose-
orange, and they show the corrosions on the base. These latter
are inverted hexagonal pyramids or deep grooves outlining large
equilateral triangles; Lacroix suggests trigonal symmetry. These
dense crystals appear to be subsequent in formation to the less
dense ones. They sometimes carry sheaves of aeicular tour-
maline of a second generation. In some localities the clear
crystals are most uncommon, and the rose beryl of the less dense
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type is taken out from a kaolinized gangue in fragments more or
less fissured.

In other places, outside of the Mt. Bity area, beryl has been
taken in . very large transparent or translueent specimens of
peach-blossom-rose, particularly lovely, as at Mt. Olotsingy, south
of Betafo, with rubellite, hambergite, and danburite. The
crystallographic peculiarities of this rose beryl are of much in-
terest, and rvill recall Penfield and Ford's observations upon the
similar pink bery4 of California. The hexagonal prism, as ordi-
narily seen in the beryl, a,nd so customarily associated in our
minds with the narne of the rnineral, is rare or absent, Lacroix
averring that he has seen only five in which nt, was normally
developed. Indeed as a general conelusion he states that the
more dense rose beryl crystals are flattened parallel to the base,
and show predominance of the pyramid.

Further study established the follorving interesting conclusions:
(1) that there occurs a long series of ber5'ls.with an intergradation
of densities from2.7027 to 2.910; (2) that the series represents a
progressive cntrance into the beryl-formnla of the alkalies, and
especially of cesium; (3) that the rose color is not a necessary,
albeit a habitual concomitant of the higher specific gravities;
(4) that the identical localities furnish the variations indicated
by the varied densities and composition; (5) that these variations,
may occur in one and the same crystal; thus in one, the pale
green portions had a sp. gr. of 2.709 to 2.714, while the rose
areas gave 2.77I; (6) that the flattened form, with predominant
pyramid, is characteristic of the heavier beryls; (Z) that as
regards occurrence, the heavier types (sp. gr. over 2.775) have
only been found in pegmatite carrying Iithium compounds, al-
though such matrixes also held the varieties of low sp. gr., or
even exclusively the latter; (8) that the flat form is not perhaps
exclusively determined or influenced by the chernical composi-
tion, inasmuch as the high sp. gr. is in reality associated both
with elongated and shortened fornrs, though the prevalence of
the latter in connection rvith the alkaline beryls is unques-
tioned.

Finally, before leaving this inos{ intelesting subject which, in
connection rvith the development of parti-colored tourmaline, of
lepidolite, and even of kunzite, recalls the analogous develop-
ments of California, so instruct,ively and Iuminously clescribecl
to you last month by Dr. Schaller-rnay I remind you that
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Professor Vernadsky of Petrograd has given the name uorob'euitez

to a beryl from the l lrals containing 3.10 /6 of cesium oxide, and

1.39 of l i thia, which also had flattened crystals with promincnt

pyramidal faees. So that for the t'ose ber-','l' admitting that be-

cause of its high density and alkali content it is a distinct species

as a mineralogical t'erm uorob'elile is to be used, and morganite

must be-as Lacroix assul'es rne-applied solely as a gem nante'

Tounu.lr,rnP

In pursuing the interesting mineral analogies existing between

the Madagascar mineral localities ancl those of California, this

species tourmaline exacts especial attention. The tourrnaline

o1 Mudugu.car exhibits the rvhole custolllary range of colors,

as red, violet-red, rose, yellclw, lllne, and green, with an arrange-

ment of these colors in concentric zolles like those of Brazil, and

Iongitudinal alternations like those of Califolnia. In Madagas-

car there is a very large development of clear transparent tour-

maline of gem-quality rivalling the best exarnples from Ceylon

or Brazil, Maine or California.
The first collectors secured their specimens from river detritus,

gravels and secondary accumulations of rveathered rocks, and

these appeared in fragments, rolled pebbles, and broken

crystals. Later, 'with the accomplishing of the task of subdu-

ing the island by the French, the interior mining regions have bc-

come known and the original matrix of the tourmaline studied'

In the district of Vakinankaratt'a some of the most important

tourmaline clevelopments are located. especially south of Ant-

sinabe in the rock complex of \{t. Bity, aud inasmuch as the

occurrences resemble each other in the several areas where they

are found, the geologieal conclitiorrs plevalent at Mt. Bity will

serve to illustrate the rest,. These pockets at Mt. Bity, also,

from a mineralogical starrdpoint, at'e the richest, most complete,

and most illuminating.
The forrnation is a micaceous quartzite, thrown up in mountain

ridges, and. c'ipolin, with tlernolite, diopsitle, etc.. which occupy

2In the original Russian the first and eighth lcttels of this name are B's'

This Russian character has thc souncl of linglish v, aucl can only be corlectll '

transliterated to this letter in Ilngli-sh writing-" In (let'tnan it is replesented

by Ur, in French by initial l ' ancl subsequent.lf, yielding the s1;cllings uoroheuil

aml t,orobit.{Jite rcspectively. In this joulnal we propose to use the llinglish

fotm uorob'euile. and in the case of other Russien namcs to consistently trans-

Iiterate into English, not Ifrcrtcl' ol Gcmtuu sl;elling-s -Tno Errltons'
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synclinals. All have been metamorphosed by white granite
veins, or dikes of pegmatite, interlaminated with the quartzite,
and especially in the sedirnents (cipolin), with a general north-
south direction. In some cases these pegmatites cross the beds.
The pegmatites are usually coarse, their minerals strongly
individualized, tho again variable in composition with local
coneentrations of one ot mauy minerals. Their striking minera-
logical character arises from the alkaline nature of the feldspars
-microcline, albite, oligoelase; in the abundance of the boron
compounds-tourmaline, danburite, harnbergite, rhodizite; their
lithium contents-in lepiclolite, zinnrvaldite, spodumene, tourma-
line, rose beryl; and their beryllium minerals, as beryl, hamber-
gite, and bityite.

There are also found in this mineralogical profusion columbo-
tantalates,-hatchettolite, mierolite, etc. ; phosphates-apatite;
and uranium mineralq as autunite. Calcium minerals like
danburite, lime garnet, and bityite seem mostly or entirely
limited to the veins penetrating the calcareous beds, as a result
of endomorphic change. What a foray this Club could make,
under General Manchester, upon a mineral treasure-house of
such dimensions and of such contents!

Some of the rock-formation is described as peculiarly beautiful,
being a pegmatite made up of white albite, quartz, deep colored
rubellite, and beryl of a prussian blue; an amazonite of pale blue-
green with smoky quartz, rose tourmaline and striped rose lep-
idolite-the latter in sheets-and with it all big spessartite
spheres, orange in tint, enveloped in green and blue tourmaline.
How Secretary Levison would rejoice to inspect a chemical
chaos like that! But again the story becomes almost fabulous;
the veins contain enormous geodes, vast pockets of crystals,
where the glorious contents are scattered about with a careless
hand, now here now there, and where, too, neighboring apart-
ments furnish the rich druses made up of different minerals.

Kaolinization is prevalent in the feldspars, and crystallo-
graphic perfection is saerifieed, while the various contents appear
on the surface from this general or deep-lying decomposition,
Here the tourmalines lie about in fragments, and it was from
these surface-finds that the first examples were gathered. Else-
where beryl and spodumene are pullecl out of the clay-alterations
with brilliant surfaees, but more or less deeply pitted by corro-
sion. Lacroix especially signalizes the enormous scale of de-
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velopment of most of the minerals both in the druses and in the
common composition of the pegmatite. The veins of the peg-
matite are sometimes very numerous in one formation, and the
mineralization presents sharp contrasts from one to another To
illustrate, our distinguished author takes two localities which
may be thus briefly summarized. At Maharitra a pegmatite
lies in lhe cipolin. It extends four hundred meters (some thir-
teen hundred feet). It is coarse, full of cavities, rich in big
smoky quartz, microcline, black and parti-colored tourmaline.
The crystals of the last have clear colors, are zoned and finely
terminated. One geode yielded 16 kilos (about 33 pounds) of
rubellite.

Again beryl of various colors occurs, particularly the beautiful
peach-blossom-rose aor ob' euite, with lepidolite, garnet, danburite,
hambergite, spodumene, bityite, while magnificent crystals of
rubellite swell the monstrous show into a fabled dream of Vathek
or the Arabian Nights. Further west a finer pegmatite enclosed
in mica schist contains principally rubellite, sparsely developed,
and eight hundred meters (nearly half a mile) to the north, a
similar vein holds sky-blue and green beryl. Elservhere too,
coarse pegmatite holds uruch fissured and poor tourmaline, en-
closed in smoky quartz. Again to the north-east another vein
has the tourmaline in long olive-green blades, shut up in white
quartz, and near at hand very quartziferous pegmatite, rose-
tinted, holds black tourmaline.

Some of the veins have been followed for long distances, and
veins at Antandrakornby have yielded splendid rubellites of a
dark red, frequently developed into bipyramidal crystals, while
against the limestone green-blue indicolite spreads its exhilirating
contrasts. Spodumene is concentrated upon the edges of the
veins, in which are embedded crystals of rhodizite. Surely here
are questions of genesis, paragenesis, and everything else min-
eralogenetic for Mr. Allen to set to-rights for us all.

Lacroix was of course particularly interested in the parti-
colored tourmaline. It appears that these superb crystals-
homogeneous and transparent-formecl the immediate ineite-
ment for the mining of these extraordinary mineral deposits.
We are told of a rubellite from Maharitra weighing about thir-
teen pounds and measuring some fifteen inches in length and
almost four inches in width. And-tell it not at Trenton,
Dover, Boston, or even Franklin Furnace-there are larger ones!
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Lacroix avers seeing a, cr)'stal extraeted from near Betafo which
attained the weight of over thirty pounds.

Our author notes the deficieney in terminal forms, and their
general poverty of faces. You know that the anti logous pole of
tourmaline is usually quite rich in faces. In these Madagascar
Iocalit ies the analogous pole is attached, and the anti logous is free,
and its developrnent rnay have been too rapid for the growth of
a rnultiplicity of faees. Doubly terminated crystals seem ex-
eeptional, in contrast to their comparative frequency in Cali-
fornia. The face et, a t 'rhombohedral" face-is not common,
but l'hen found occurs in brilliant facets, upon beautiful deep-
gleen crystals,

The er faces, also " rhombohedral," are generally dull in the crys-
tals clescribed by Lacroix, and their development is an incident of
localit;r, Thus in the valley of Sahatany they are not commonly
found, but in the crystals from Betafo, or its neighborhood, they
are rvell developecl. The rubellite from Ampasihiatra varies
frorn a regular to an ilregular development of faces. Not in-
frequently its crystals are flattened upon the e2f.ace (prisrrratic),
which procluces distortion in the faces of the apex. Usually the
development involves wide and predominant er faces, with narrow
p faces, and a very rninute base c. Crystals of a pale color, whieh
are abunclant at Maharitra, are usually more regular, although
here anonralous developments take place also, presenting a
monoclinic aspect. (Cf . Plate II).

fhe tourmaline is extremely variable in color, not only in
individuals from the sarne pocket, but in the same crystal, a fact
certainly familiar to the collectors of Californian tourmaline.
Ruberllite of a deep red does not maintain homogeneity of color
thloughout, lvhile some, most interestingly, present the appear-
ance of aventurine, due to the nurnerotn inclusions of lepidolite.
Naturally, as we know in our own examples, the same crystal
is lrarti-colored, displaying, according to Lacroix, a very notable
range of color variation, from red, through yellow, brown, orallge
green, to blue and gray, or even losing all color, and terrninating
the series rvith pule Iimpidity.

Laoloix has stuclied thcse variations in the tourmaline col-
orltions, with a vierv to coiirdinate them or classify them as
systernatic phcnomena. First there is the variable coloration in
the axial direction of the crystal, which he considers related to
its hemimorphic habit, and one of the instances most frequently
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seen is that in which the ,antilogous pole, terminated by er, is
green, and the analogous pole, by which the crystals are attacheri
to their gangue, is rose. The transition in color ma_r' be abrupt
or gradual. The intergradation of tints may be most ex-
traordinarily mrrltiplied. A group of large crystals, composing
an assemblage of 20 individuals, presented throughout the same
peeuliarities-the apexes wele copper red, then followed the
interposition of several colorations of unequal lengths, blue,
green, gray-rose, deep blue, r'ed. Again this is varied by the
development throughout the body of the crystal of one tint,
with the terminal faees of a different color. These aspeets,
though perhaps not so spectacularly illustratecl, are familiar of
course to American collectors.

Lacroix's second group is that of the concentric disposition of
the color, not perhaps so frequently seen in our Arnerican ex-
amples of the chromatic tourmaline, but ri,ctually rvell known.
Thus a deep red center is surrounded by an outer yellow en-
velope, or it may be green, as a simple and most cornlnon ar-
rangement. It is rare to have the red color exterior. These
concentric zones may be very numerous, with a repetition of the
colors, all of the concentric envblopes having the sarne forrn,
But, if conditions in the crystallization have varied in the growth
of the cr-vstal, the zones assurne different outlines; for instauce
they may be triangular in the center, and hexagonal outward from
that. Lacroix instances, as a rarity, a deep violet central tri-
angle, enveloped in a hexagon of the same eolor, but clearer, it
again enfolded in a green hexagonal prism. If crystals of this
character have a dis.tinct termination the apical rhombohedron
may have sometirnes the color of the exterior envelope, sornetimes
that of the center. As our author writes he says: ,,I have in my
hand a crystal, zoned a rose ancl a pale green, of rvhich the center
is a homogeneous rose in one par,t of the length of the crystal,
while in another part the center has been occupiecl by a cleep
green rhombohedron, easy to study from a plate g rnm. in thick-
ness, and the section is triangular."

He points out the existenceof lod (,,bacil lary") crystals of a
complex structure, formed by the cer'e'tation together of parallel
individuals, originally sepalate, nrrcl of the same color, ancl later
soldered together, as it rvere, ilto oue and the same clystal, by
the addition of material of a differcnt color.
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Again the crysral grows by alternating deposits upon the faces
of a terminal rhornbohedron, which results.in triangular outlines
in the transverse sections. The transition from zone to zone may
be gradual and the changes then appear delicate and scarcely
susceptible of distinct determination, but if the crystal has
grown very slowly, with sharp alternations in the composition
of its accretions, there lesults a series of triangular bands, well
defined in a triangular marqueterie.

More oddly, in some triangular sections red lines, boundariee
of formative erystals, intersect at the center at an angle of 120
degrees, or, there has taken place a regular grouping of three
crystals, each two furnishing one tace of the final crystal! on one
side of the last triangle, by confluence. With the assemblage
thus formed, if we imagine that the planes of contact within the
triangle of these three crystals are colored red, the peculiar ap-
pearance of the transverse section is explained.

Lacroix records the great frequency of limpid crystals, of
which the opaque rhombohedral faces are brilliant. Again a
cylindrical habit or structure has been observed, and, as frequent
also, a fibrous structure, where the striated portions are found
only in a small portion of the crystal, usually situated at the in-
tersection of the apex with the prism. Tourmaline crystals in
these Madagascar pockets have been broken by earth move-
ments, and mended by new accessions of the surrounding min-
erals, precisely as in specimens we are familiar with, in the U. S.
Laoroix has detected in the fragments of a crystal, deep green
along the vertical axis and a dull violet across it, slightly flat-
tened globules, and upon theflattenedsurfaces-flattened parallel

to the bpse-he discovered three series of grooves (cannelures),

uniting at the center, which he regards naturally as the rhom-
bohedral edges, and which form three triangular sections with a

curved surface. These perlitic globules were obtained upon
breaking the upper end of a Iarge crystal.

Two generations of tourmaline were determined to exist in the
geodes or pockets of Maharitra. The most recent consist of ver5r
pale rose neeclles, with yellow or coiorless exteriors, and perfectly

limpid. They formed delicate shrubby growths upon the longer

crystals, or upon the drusy crystals of the rose beryl' Has not a

similar association with the rose beryl of california beennoticed?
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Spoouunwn
It is a matter of extreme interest in connection-with the finding

of these beryl and tourmaline occurrences, so sharply suggesting
similar mineralizing forces, as functioning both in california and
in Madagascar, to learn also that the beautiful rosesTtod,umene
(triphane of the French mineralogies) and known familiarly here
under the name of lcunzite is found in similar associations in
Madagascar.

Spodumene quite clear, colorless, greenish yellou,, or sometimes

forms; one of elongated character in the direction of the vertical
axis, and the other shortened, and almost universally exhibiting
no other crystalline planes than the prism. spoclumene is alsl
found in the vicinity of Betafo with bervl, hambergite, and tour_
maline.

In two analyses made by the Genevese chemists the percentage
of lithium oxide was z.z6 and 4.02. The occurrence of this rose

Genevese chemists have published analyses, showing that the
tourmalines here considered are more rich in sodium than in
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the variations of the elements shorvn in the different colored

stones.
Black erystals of tourmaline are not found well developed at the

loealities where the gem stones are found, but occur elsewhere in

Madagascar, in crystals of much beauty and of very considerable

size.
Thanking )'ou for the privilege of presenting this paper on a

subject, which properly illustrated with specimens, would prove

to be, I think, one of the most stimulating of mineralogic themes,

I can only, through the courtesy of the Museum, show some of

the very fine specimens we possess.

REVIEWS AND ABSTRACTS
EDGAR T. WHERRY

A Nnur edition of Clarke's Data of Geochemistry has appeared

as U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 616. This book contains a

most valuable critical summary of our knowledge of the chemistry

and the genesis of minerals and rocks.

uepn I(RYSTALLSTRUKTUR (CRYSTAL STRUC-
TURE). A. Scropwnlrns, Frankfurt a. M- Z. Krgst. Min.55,
4,32t-352,1916.

A technical, mathematical discussion.

UEPN DAS TONMINERAL MONTMORILLONIT UND

DAS TONERDEPHOSPHAT PLANERIT (THE CLAY MIN-

ERAL, MONTNTORILLONITE; AND THE ALUMINIUM

PHOSPHATE, PLANERITE). HeNs Lnrrrunrnn, of Doelter's

Mineralogical Institute, University of Vienna. Z. Krgst. Min'

55 ,4 ,  353 -371 ,  1916 .
A clay is clescribed which was amorphous and colloidal when

founcl but on standing in the Iaboratoly three years became

crystalline. It is believed to be a definite chemical compound of

the forrnula AlzSirO,,*6HzO. [The name cimolite has priority

overmontmoril lonite. Eulron.]
A rvhite to blue aluminium phosphate is described in detail

and regarded as the gel (colloid) form of planerite. As found it

contains twice as much water as does this mineral, but half of

the water is driven off below 100o, and is not included in the

formula, which is given as HaoAloP+Oaz. The blue color of some




